LCD-2
LIQUID COFFEE DISPENSER

- 2 Product selection extract coffee dispenser supports two shelf stable B.I.B.s
- Super burst capacity - dispenses over 150 cups per hour (5oz cups @ 120vac 15 amps)
- Dispense by the cup or by the carafe
- Single dispense point - features product blending option for 1/2 & 1/2 or “half caff” beverages (up to a 35-1 ratio)
- Digital ratio adjustment
- Delivers ratios in a range from 15-1 up to 70-1
- Quick product loading - uses Scholle B.I.B. connector
- Brilliant L.E.D. backlighting - highlights marketing signboard display. No more light bulb replacement!
- Operates in continuous flow (Push and Hold) or portion controlled mode
- 3 selection buttons supporting each product channel provides options:
  - Small-Medium-Large
  - Mild-Regular-Bold
  - 10 oz - 12oz - Carafe
- Unique mixing chamber design - eliminates “striping”
- Dual voltage model available
- Hot water dispense feature - for hot tea
**Electrical:** 120 V models are 2 wires plus ground service rated 120V, single phase, 60Hz.

**Plumbing:** Water line should be 20-90 PSI and have a minimum flow rate of 1.5 GPM. Mechanical connection on brewer is 1/4” male flare connector.